GREEN
WALLS
FOR
HUSH

Plants are nature’s air purifiers.
They are a visceral reminder
of mother nature’s generosity.
With each inhale, they filter out pollutants.
With each exhale, they give us the oxygen
we need to live and thrive.
Just imagine a thick green wall
of plants in your open space.
How does the visual
make you feel?
Plants are nature’s air purifiers

Grow your green wall

It’s the easy way to bring nature within reach

GREEN WALLS FOR HUSH
Improve air quality; improve workplace experience.
Our fully equipped Green Wall system allows you to cover the
exterior panels on each Hush pod with plants. The system comes
with a frame, integrated flower pots, and electronic irrigation.
The lushness of its growth taps into the benefits of biophilia.
It’s the beautiful, easy, and obvious way to bring nature within reach.

PLANT
GUIDE

Our immediate environment exposes us to poisonous substances
that we are not always aware of. Substances like plastics, paints,
building materials, dyes, older types of solvents, adhesives, detergents, fabrics, and cosmetics. These substances have volatile
toxins in them that sometimes get into the air we breathe. Benzene, xylene, trichloroethylene, formaldehyde, and ammonia are a
few common examples. Toxins like these cause weakness, dizziness, headaches, and irritation of the mucous membranes in the
nose, eyes, throat, and respiratory tract. NASA has been studying
indoor plants for many years to identify the species that are most
effective at removing these toxins from the air. Here are a few of
the most powerful ones.

WE RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING PLANTS
FOR YOUR HUSH GREEN WALLS.

FERN. Large fern leaves are natural humidifiers. The flowerless plant cleans the
air and neutralizes the radiation emitted by electrical devices such as TVs and
computers. Maybe that’s why they are so eagerly brought into the office. Ferns like
moisture themselves, so they should be watered often. In winter, it is a good idea
to spray them regularly with room temperature water.

CHLOROPHYTUM (SPIDER PLANT). The green grass of spider plant traps
dust and toxic substances in the air such as formaldehyde, xylene, benzene, carbon monoxide, acetone, ammonia, and heavy metals. The plant also reduces
harmful electromagnetic radiation, so you should place it near your workstation.
One medium-sized plant can clean the air of up to 200 m2! The herbacea actively produces phytoncides — substances with antibacterial and fungicidal action
properties — limiting the viability of 80% of pathogenic microorganisms. Spider
plants enjoy well-drained soil and indirect light.

SPRING FICUS. An elegant plant well-suited for the office. The spring ficus is
distinguished by its leathery, glossy leaves. ‘Ficus Robusta’ is one of the prettiest
of its kind. Ficus is effective at removing formaldehyde from the air, so it is often
used as a natural air purifier. It tolerates high temperatures and likes bright, indirect
light and regular watering.

SPATHIPHYLLUM (PEACE LILY). A spectacular plant that purifies the air of
toxic substances such as formaldehyde, benzene, xylene, trichloroethylene, and
carbon monoxide. As it photosynthesizes, turning carbon dioxide into oxygen,
the spathiphyllum breaks down harmful substances in the environment. Simultaneously, it humidifies the air. It also absorbs mold spores and harmful radiation
emitted by electronic devices. The plant even holds a spot on NASA’s list of the
top 10 plants for improving indoor air quality. Spathiphyllum is beautiful and delicate, yet wild. It prefers light with partial shade and weekly watering.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION
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anthracite metal frame and legs
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flower pots with irrigation channels
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solid base with integrated water glass
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manually controlled, electronic irrigation system
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fixing arms
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Plants not included
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3 DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS
(w / d / h)
2

w

640 / 220 / 2150 mm
25,2 / 8,7 / 84,6 in
Fits to:
hushPhone
hushMeet.L

h
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d

640 / 220 / 2210 mm
25,2 / 8,7 / 87,0 in
Fits to:
hushMeet.S,
hushMeet.open.S
hushMeet.L
hushTwin
1110 / 220 / 2210 mm
43,7 / 8,7 / 87,0 in
Fits to:
hushWork
hushMeet
hushMeet.open

OUR TIPS
Water plants regularly.
Check soil humidity once a week.
Turn on the irrigation system when necessary.
Fill each Green Wall with plants that have similar care requirements (water, light, temperature).
Change irrigation water once a month.

